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**BEGIN MESSAGE 44**

**SERIAL=OW1910171691**  **UDN=T(59256)**
**CLASS=UNCLASSIFIED**
**ZCZCOLC9240ADB2310**
**PTTUZUW RUMJBA4007 2921716-UUU--RUETIAV.**
**ZNR UUUU ZYN**
**P 191716Z OCT 91**
**FM FBIS OKINAWA JA**
**TO RUCWAAB/FBIS RESTON VA**
**RUDPMAF/FAISA FT BRAGG NC**
**RUEBHAA/STORAGE CENTER FBIS RESTON VA**
**RUEKJCS/DEFINTAGNCY WASH DC**
**RUETIAV/MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD**
**ACCT PBOW-EWDP**
**BT**
**UNCLASSIFIED**
**SERIAL: OW1910171691**
**PASS: ONLY AG**
**COUNTRY: USSR**
**SUBJ: PROGRAM SUMMARY -- MOSCOW MANDARIN**
**SOURCE: MOSCOW RADIO MOSCOW IN MANDARIN 1400 GMT 19 OCT 91**
**TEXT:**

//((RECEPTION: FAIR))

1. HIGHLIGHTS.
2. UKRAINE TO JOIN ECON UNION TREATY. (1.5 MIN)
3. PANKIN-18 OCT ARRIVES IN SYRIA. (UND MIN)
4. ISRAELI PRES SAYS MOST ISRAELIS IN FAVOR OF CONVENING MIDEAST PEACE CONF. (UND MIN)
5. NEW FIGHTING FLARES UP IN CROATIA 19 OCT. (1 MIN)
6. 5 UNSC PERMANENT MEMBERS REACH ACCORD ON LIMITING CONVENTIONAL ARMS SALE TO THIRD COUNTRY. (1 MIN)
7. U.S. TO PULL NUCLEAR ARMS FROM SOUTH KOREA. (UND MIN)
8. MTG OF NOBEL LAUREATES OPENS IN SAINT PETERSBURG. (UND MIN)
9. JPN WELCOMES MADRID PEACE CONF ON MIDEAST. (UND MIN)
10. ESTONIA REFUSES TO ESTABLISH DIPLOMATIC TIES WITH SOUTH KOREA. (UND MIN)
11. LITHUANIA WANTS SOVIET INTERIOR TROOPS TO PULL OUT AS SCHEDULED. (UND MIN)
12. MTG OF UFO EXPERTS OPENS IN MOSCOW. (UND MIN)
13. FIRE IN NORTHWEST MOSCOW PUT OUT. (UND MIN)
14. REPEATS HIGHLIGHTS.
15. USSR TODAY:
   A. REPORT ON SOVIET ENTREPRENEURS IN FAVOR OF ECON UNION TREATY. (4.5 MIN)
   B. REPORT ON SITUATION IN NAGORNO-KARABAKH REGION. (3 MIN)
   C. REPORT ON MOSCOW CONF OF RUSSIAN TEXTILE AND LIGHT INDUS TRADE UNIONS. (3.5 MIN)
16. LITERARY PROGRAM. (30 MIN) 191400 19/1717Z OCT
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